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Introduction
The Montréal Exchange option calculator is an educational tool intended to assist individual investors and
professionals in computing the theoretical value of options and learning how options work. The options
calculator is not intended to provide investment advice and is not designed to be used as the basis for
investment or risk management decisions.
The options calculator evaluates the premium of Canadian equity, ETF, index and currency options, for either
American or European style exercise style, with or without dividends. Investors can use delayed quotes from
an existing options contract or use fictional data to simulate price behaviours.
The full list of options eligible assets can be found on the MX website at
http://www.m-x.ca/nego_liste_en.php

If you are unfamiliar with certain terms used throughout the guide,
we invite you to consult the glossary on page 13.
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Valuing options
You can calculate the theoretical price of an option by accessing the option calculator at
http://www.m-x.ca/marc_options_calc_en.php and following the steps below.
The option calculator will appear as follows when the user accesses it for the first time. Most fields are left
blank for the user to enter the information specific to the option they wish to value. If you choose to use the
blank calculator, the first step involves specifying the exercise style of the option, American or European style.
At the Montréal Exchange, the S&P/TSX 60 Index options (SXO) are European style; whereas, the iShares S&P/
TSX 60 Index Fund (XIU) options are American style. All the standard equity options, including options on
stocks and exchange-traded funds (ETF), are American style. It is also important to note that currency options,
specifically options on the US dollar (USX), are also European style.

All contract specifications can be found via the following links:
Equity options

http://www.m-x.ca/produits_options_actions_en.php

ETF Options

http://www.m-x.ca/produits_options_finb_en.php

Currency options

http://www.m-x.ca/produits_options_devises_en.php

Index options (SXO)

http://www.m-x.ca/produits_indices_sxo_en.php
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Users will then have to enter the following additional inputs:

1

the underlying type (Stock/ETF, Index or Currency);

2

the option type (call or put);

3

the expiration month or the days to expiry

4

the strike price of the option;

5

the current level of the index or the current price of the stock underlying the option;

	the
volatility (you may use your own estimation or the value provided by your broker or any other
6
financial source);

7
	the
annual interest rate; the risk-free interest rate usually measured by the annualized Treasury Bill rate
for the period corresponding to the maturity of the option which you are evaluating. For instance, for a
three-month option, use a 90-day rate;
	
8 for equity options, the quarterly dividend amount and the next dividend date; for dividend paying
stock options and American style options, we use the numerical binomial model (Cox, Ross and
Rubinstein, 1979). You can select the number of tree steps (between 1 and 100, the default is 30). Given
that all other variables remain constant, the higher the number of steps, the greater the accuracy of the
theoretical price generated by the option calculator; for European style options, we use the analytical
model of Black and Scholes (1973).
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Examples
Example 1: Valuing an American style non-dividend paying stock option
In this example an investor wishes to value an American style equity call option maturing in 90 days with a strike
price of $90, on a non-dividend paying stock, with a current price of $100. Annual volatility is estimated at 20% and
the annual risk-free rate of interest is 5% on the 90-day period. In order to obtain the theoretical value of the option,
the investor would select American as the option exercise style, select Stock/ETF as the underlying, pick call as the
option type and enter the following remaining inputs in the option calculator as follow:

Once all the variables are entered in the option calculator, the investor can press on apply changes to generate the
theoretical call value, which in this particular example, corresponds to $11.65.
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Example 2: Valuing an American style dividend paying stock option
In this example an investor would like to value an American style equity put option maturing in 120 days with a
strike price of $50, on a dividend paying stock, with a current price of $45. Annual volatility is estimated at 30%, the
annual risk-free rate of interest is 5% on the 120-day period and the underlying stock pays a quarterly dividend of
$0.50 before expiration. In order to obtain the theoretical value of the option, the investor would select American
as the option exercise style, select Stock/ETF as the underlying, pick put as the option type and enter the following
remaining inputs in the option calculator as follow:

Once all the variables are entered in the option calculator, the investor can press on apply changes to generate the
theoretical put value, which in this particular example, corresponds to $6.23.
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Examples
Example 3: Valuing a European style index option
In this example the investor wishes to value a European style index call option maturing in 60 days with a strike price
index level of 740 while the index is currently trading at a level of 735. Annual volatility is estimated at 15% and the
annual risk-free rate of interest is 5% on the 60-day period. In order to obtain the theoretical value of the option, the
investor would select European as the option exercise style, select index as the underlying, pick call as the option
type and enter the following remaining inputs in the option calculator as follow:

Once all the variables are entered in the option calculator, the investor can press on apply changes to generate the
theoretical call value, which in this particular example, corresponds to $18.35.
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Example 4: Valuing a European style currency option
In this example has an investor wishes to value a European style currency put option maturing in 180 days with
a strike price of 100.00 cents while the underlying currency is currently trading at 102.50 cents. Annual volatility
is estimated at 20% and the annual risk-free rate of interest is 2.5% on the 180-day period. In order to obtain the
theoretical value of the option, the investor would select European as the option exercise style, select currency as the
underlying, pick put as the option type and enter the following remaining inputs in the option calculator as follow:

Once all the variables are entered in the option calculator, the investor can press on apply changes to generate the
theoretical put value, which in this particular example, corresponds to 3.97 cents.
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Understanding the Option Sensitivities
The “Greeks” measure the change in value of an option due to a change in one of the pricing variables. The
“Greeks”—also called measures of sensitivity—measure how changes in each variable affect the option price.
The option “Greeks” are important for two reasons: 1) they are used by professional option traders to create
and hedge option positions and 2) they are used by investors to estimate how a change in market conditions
will affect the value of their option positions. The “Greeks” are also used to help select appropriate options for
implementing various option strategies.
Greek letters are derived from the Black-Scholes option pricing model and represent the stochastic calculus
derivatives with respect to the variables below. Using the inputs from example 1: Valuing an American style
non-dividend paying stock option, the options calculator generates the following options Greeks.

Delta
If the price of the stock rises, the call option premium will tend to rise and
the put option premium will decrease, all else being equal. However, the
prices for all options will not increase or decrease at the same rate.
Delta, Δ, is the fourth letter of the Greek alphabet, and generally thought of as the most important “Greek”
for the measure of hedging sensitivity. Delta is the change in option price for a small change in the underlying
stock price, assuming that all of the other option pricing variables remain constant.
Δ

=

Where:

ct - co
St - So
co
ct
So
St

=

rate of change of option price
rate of change of stock price

= is the original option price
= is the price of the option after the price of the underlying changes to St
=	is the original price of the underlying
= is the new price of the underlying

As the above equation indicates, delta estimates how much the option price will change if the value of the
underlying changes.
In example 1, the call option has a delta of 0.8913, which means that a $1.00 (one unit) increase in the price of
the stock will increase the option premium by $0.8913.
For call options, delta is a positive value in the range (0; +1); for put options, delta is negative and in the range
(-1; 0). For in-the-money options, delta tends toward +1 for a call and –1 for a put. At-the-money options have
a delta of ±0.50. Lastly, out-of-the-money options have a delta that nears zero.
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Gamma
Gamma as a rate of change in delta
After delta, gamma is one of the most used parameters. Gamma, γ, is the rate of change of delta, for a given
change in the price of the underlying.

γ

=

Δt - Δo
St - So

=

rate of change of Δ
rate of change of stock price

Let’s go back to our previous example. Delta is 0.8913 and gamma is 0.0190. A $1.00 (one unit) increase in the
price of the stock will increase the option premium by $0.8913 and delta will increase from 0.8913 to 0.9103.

Uses for gamma
Gamma has two main uses. The first use of gamma is that it gives a measure of the accuracy of the delta
equation for a small change in price of the underlying. The second use of gamma is that it gives traders
a gauge for determining how frequently they need to update or renew their delta hedges on their option
positions. The higher the gamma of a position, the more frequently (and carefully) traders would recalculate
their deltas and rehedge their positions.

Vega
Interestingly, unlike the other option “Greeks”, vega is not an actual Greek letter. Vega, ν, measures the
change in price of an option for a small change in the level of implied volatility.
ν

=

ct - co
=
σt - σo

change in price of option
change in level of volatility

Vega gives an idea of an option’s sensitivity to perceived changes in market volatility. Using again our
example, if the annual volatility moves down from 20% to 19%, the call premium decreases by $0.0876. If
the volatility was to increase by 1% from 20% to 21%, the call premium would increase by $0.0876. Note that
the same relationship applies to put options. An option position with a high vega will have a high sensitivity
to changes in volatility. The higher the vega of an option, the greater the increase in the option price if the
volatility increases.
Like delta and gamma, vega is also an important measure for hedging option positions. To hedge their
position against changes in volatility, traders will calculate the vega of their option position, and buy or sell
other options with an offsetting vega value. There is one aspect of vega hedging that differs from delta or
gamma hedging. With delta and gamma hedging, traders can hedge their position by buying or selling shares
of the underlying asset. The only way to vega hedge, however, is to buy or sell other options.
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Theta
Theta, θ, is the rate of change in price of an option for a small change in time to maturity. Theta is sometimes
called the “rate of decay” of an option, since the value of an option declines (all else being equal) as the time
to maturity approaches.

θ

=

ct - cto
t - to

=

change in price of option
change in time to maturity

Like the other option “Greeks”, theta can be used to estimate how the value of an option will change as the
time to maturity changes. Based on our previous example, if the days to expiry decrease from 90 days to 80
days, the call premium decreases by 10 days X $0.021 = $0.21. Time decay affects call and put options in the
same way.
Although theta is not a major factor when there is a long time remaining to maturity, it becomes increasingly
important as the time to maturity nears. The implication for investors is that they should expect the value of
their options to fall more quickly as the maturity date approaches.

Rho
Rho, ρ, is the final “Greek” that we will examine. Rho is the change in value of an option for a small change in
value of the risk-free interest rate.
ρ

=

cr1 - cr2
r1 - r2

=

change in price of option
change in risk-free interest rate

For stock options, ρ is relatively unimportant. The value of stock options changes very little for reasonable
changes in interest rates. Rho is much more important for currency options, as changes in the interest rate
can directly affect the exchange rate between two currencies.

We now have a general view of the option “Greeks”, which measure how the value of an option changes as the
pricing variables change.
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Glossary
Expressions used		

Synonyms and explanations

American option	Option that the holder may exercise at any time up to and including the
expiry date.
Assignment	An assignment takes place when a holder exercises an option. The option
writer receives an exercise notice that obliges him to sell (in the case
of a call option) or buy (in the case of a put option) the shares at the
stipulated strike price.
At-the-money option

When the option strike price and share price are identical.

Call 	Option contract that gives the holder the right to buy and obliges the
writer to sell a specified number of shares at a specified strike price, any
time before the contract expiry date.
European option

Option which the holder can only exercise on the expiry date.

Expiry date	Date on which the option ceases to exist. Options expire the third Friday
of the expiry month.
Implied Volatility	The volatility built into the price of an option in the market. It
determines market consensus about the probable volatility of the
underlying stock in the future
In-the-money option	When the strike price of a call (or put) option is lower (or higher) than the
share price.
Intrinsic value	Positive difference between the stock price and the strike price of a call
option or between the strike price of a put option and the stock price. By
definition, the intrinsic value cannot be negative.
Last trading day	Date on which the option ceases trading; a business day, usually the
third Friday of the expiry month, at 4:00 p.m. (EST).
Option class

All option contracts (call and put options) on the same security.

Option series	All options in the same class that have the same strike price and same
expiry date.
Option type

Classification of an option contract as a call option or a put option.

Out-of-the-money option	When the strike price of a call (or put) option is higher (or lower) than the
share price.
Premium, option premium	Price of the option. Price the buyer pays the seller for the rights
associated with the option contract.
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Put	Option contract that gives the holder the right to sell and obliges the
writer to buy a specified number of shares at a specified strike price, any
time before the contract expiry date.
Strike price	Or exercise price. Specified price at which the holder of an option can
buy (call option) or sell (put option) the underlying stock.
Theoretical price

The estimated value of an option derived from a mathematical model

Time value	Or time premium. Portion of the premium that represents the remaining
time until the expiry of the option contract and the fact that the factors
which determine the value of the option premium can change during
this period. The time value is equal to the difference between the option
premium and the intrinsic value. The time value is usually positive and
decreases with the passage of time.
To exercise an option	To exercise an option represents the process by which the holder
exercises his right to buy (in the case of a call option) or sell (in the case
of a put option) according to the terms specified in the contract.
Underlying 	The asset or security Subject to being purchased or sold upon exercise of
the option contract
Volatility	Variability of a stock as measured by the standard deviation of its return.
A measure of the tendency of the share price to rise or fall.
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